CyberCheck
A Forensic tool for Disk Imaging and Analysing

CyberCheck is a disk forensics tool to perform acquisition of digital evidence, analysis, data recovery
and reporting of digital evidence.
TrueBack
Disk Imaging Tool

Performs Seize, Acquire or both Seize and Acquire in compliance with
NIST standards. TrueBack is available for both Windows and Linux
Operating Systems. The tool creates report on the Seize and Acquire
process, which contain details of the entire process like hash values,
exhibit details and system details.

Features
MD5,SHA1,SHA2 hash algorithms.
Block hash.
Lossless compression of acquired image file.
Generates detailed report on suspect device seizure and
acquisition.
Bootable solution in Linux on USB & CD with Disk Preview.

CyberCheck
Data Recovery & Analysis Tool

CyberCheck is a forensic data recovery and analysis tool to enable Law
Enforcement Officers to quickly and efficiently analyse digital evidence
files. The tool has a very simple to use browser based GUI which can be
used by novice users. The tool supports multiple users concurrently.

Data Analysis
CyberCheck can analyse TrueBack Images, EnCase Images, Raw
Images(dd, bin, raw, 001-Split raw images, dmg, Linux DD) Virtual disk
images –VDI, Virtual Hard Disk-vhd , Virtual Image- vmdk. The tool can
generate a detailed report on the analysis findings, which is very handy for
the investigating officers to submit before court of law. The tool can extract
unallocated and disk slack areas, perform data carving on slack areas and
provides options to do analysis based on file hashes and file's signature.
Supports Unicode and Indian language with multi lingual interface
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File System Support
File Systems supported by CyberCheck includes FAT12/16/32, exFAT,
NTFS, Linux EXT2/3/4 FS, UFS, CDFS

Data Recovery
CyberCheck can recover deleted files/folders, deleted partitions and
formatted data on a partition. All of these information can be added to the
report to record the findings.

Powerful Search Facility
Cyber Check provides search options for the investigating officer to
ensure that he never misses any data. Index-based gives faster result
from huge data .Search supports multiple keyword, regular expression
and fuzzy options with filtering based on date and file size. Unicode
searching to find data in any languages and a search based on hash
values and name with wildcard options is also present.

Other Features
Supports multi window and multi tasking for effective case
analysis.
Data carving from ambient space and from file.
Disk Indexing with stop and resume options.
Integrated viewer for content extraction, meta information
and hex values.
Advanced Timeline Analysis with multiple event options.
Supported Browser Forensics and Registry Analysis.
Shell bag Analysis & Anti Forensic Activities Detection.
Document Language identification and EXIF Information
extractor.
Known Good File Identification and file hashing options.
Communication App analyzer for WINDOWS 10.
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